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Abstract: Asian Americans have become a major factor in the debate over affirmative action and college/school admission policies. Yet most often their role is relegated to one side or the other of the argument - either grouped with other oppressed minorities, or else grouped with privileged white students. However, Asian Americans have their own agency and self-determination that requires attention. Beginning in the 1990s, San Francisco’s Asian American community resisted mainstream hegemony and charted their own course forward. This study uses a comparative approach towards these early Asian American activists, comparing and contrasting their motivations and actions with Black activists of the time, and also with a respected federal judge, scion of one of San Francisco’s wealthiest and traditional legal dynasties. News articles, notes and newsletters of Chinese American activist groups, internal school district reports, and 24 interviews are used to express how early generations of Asian Americans stood up to fight when they felt their version of the American dream was under attack, and how they focused on present-day tactical actions instead of future-looking strategies or past historical experiences. This study also reveals practical principles that these specifically Chinese American activists employed which may have applications for all groups resisting domination and/or assimilation. The methods and tactics employed by these second-generation Asian Americans that grew up in a community remade by the 1965 Immigration Act, helps us understand how the Asian American community has developed since then, and how it is continuing to move forward.
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February 5, 1993 was the Chinese American Democratic Club’s (CADC) biggest night of the year and maybe even the biggest night ever in its 35-year history (A. Chang, 1993). Over 600 of San Francisco’s top officials, community activists and business owners were greeted by traditional celebratory Lion Dancers, firecrackers, beating drums and clanging cymbals. The guests noisily feasted on an 8-course Chinese banquet, gossiping and networking between speeches from San Francisco’s prominent and powerful. Former SF Mayor Dianne Feinstein, just elected first woman United States Senator for California and one of the hottest political celebrities of congress’s 1992 Year of the Woman, was the featured speaker (Bunting, 1993).

But that night’s final speech highlighting the club’s top political priority came from a San Francisco newcomer, Amy Chang. Amy was young, beautiful and idealistic, “energetic,
highly charismatic, very intelligent, and a natural leader”, “just a force of nature.” (L. Cheng, personal communication, September 1, 2019).³ CADC president Samson Wong had chosen Amy to give the closing remarks because she was a CADC rising star. (S. Wong, personal communication, January 4, 2020).⁴ Amy spoke passionately for Chinese families and the importance of education. She railed against institutional discrimination and “ethnic/racial limitations” placed on Chinese students. “What do you say to a child who can’t get into a public school of his choice just because he is Chinese?” she pleaded to the audience. “In the political process, our children only have our voice to speak out for them,” she declared (CADC Special Events Cmte, 1993, p. 1).

Introduction

Amy’s speech that evening also marked the first time a line had been drawn expressing an Asian American viewpoint (specifically Chinese American) in the fight over affirmative action in education. For more than a century prior, Chinese and students labeled “Oriental” had been discriminated against in American schools (Kuo, 1998; Lum, 1975). But this time, things were different. Amy was different. She spoke out as an American citizen, and took pride in all the rights and privileges that entailed. Just the concept of an Asian American movement was nonexistent prior to her generation (Berkeley Historical Plaque Project, 2018). Unfortunately, the history of these early Asian American activists in the 1990s has not been adequately chronicled. Researchers have yet to examine the motivations and circumstances that drove their actions. Correspondingly, the literature has struggled to analyze the paradigm-shifting role of Asian Americans in educational debates.

The present study is one step towards filling this gap by following the history of the Chinese American community during this time and place. We employ a comparative analysis with other communities to show that the development of Chinese in America cannot be understood within the historical context of other racial groups, but can be better observed and appreciated when their own histories and perspectives are used as the focal point. From a policy perspective, this research highlights how the direct involvement of Asian Americans upended years of framing racial discrimination around a bipolar Black versus White dynamic. This study looks beyond the ways that portrayals and stereotypes of Asian Americans influenced the debate, and directly challenges the notion of Asian Americans as passive, “weak,” or “incoherent.” (Hero et al., 2006, pp. 10, 24) The present research will reveal the direct impact of Asian American organizing that forced the development and implementation of new public policies.

This paper also maps out the motivations of the Asian American community and what the American dream meant to them. This study investigates the methods and practices they employed, including: their actions to resist being integrated into public school mandates and the political/legal establishment; their tactical approach in focusing on the situation and circumstances of the present; and how they embraced serendipity and used it to their advantage. This paper closes with some observations on what this episode might foretell about the future development of the Asian American community.

³ This study uses first names in repeat references for individuals, in part because some Chinese characters have the same or similar appearing surnames; additionally, the naming convention reflects the informal nature of most of the individual actors in this monograph. The exception is Judge William Orrick, Jr., who is referred to by his formal title to indicate that he most represents institutional and formal participation. In fact, not only the role he played but also the generations of his family background cause him to personify the establishment.

⁴ “I’ve always believed, if you’re gonna put anyone on that stage, we’re either trying to promote someone for office or promote some issue” (Wong, January 2020)
Literature Review

Even to this day, many studies about race and educational reform mention Asian Americans only tangentially (Arkes & Dent, 2020), or even not at all (Jones & Nichols, 2020). These types of studies often subsumed Asian identity and interests to a larger good, emphasizing “a common goal” across “a broad social and political coalition” (Stone et al., 2001, p. 68). Early studies looked at how Asian Americans as a new category affected the framing of race relations (Ancheta, 1997), including how they were used as “a critical factor in the arguments” against affirmative action (Der, 1994, p. 65), and “how discourse over Asian admissions facilitated a shift” (Takagi, 1993, p. 8) “beyond a race-based analysis into one that increasingly emphasize(d) the problems of concentrated poverty” (Orfield & Glass, 1994, p. 36).

This trend of grouping Asian Americans under larger categories diverged into two camps: One grouping included Asian Americans under the category “White, Asian or Indian” implying Asian Americans enjoy the same general advantages as their White counterparts (Black et al., 2020; Lee et al., 2020, p. 1; Nelson et al., 2017). The other studies grouped Asian Americans with other disadvantaged minorities, pointing out how “affirmative action directly benefits applicants from many Asian American ethnic groups” (Nguyen et al., 2020; Students of Sociology of Asian America, 2019 p. 8; Torres, 2020).

Interestingly, the legal field has been a major arena for discourse about Asians and affirmative action (Dong, 1995; R. Chang, 1993; Wu, 1995). Numerous articles specifically analyze the legal ramifications of the Asian American activism in San Francisco studied here (Asian American Legal Foundation, 2018; Levine, 2000, 2003; Liu, 1998). Recently, with anticipation building for the U.S. Supreme Court’s ruling on Harvard’s admission policies, Asian Americans have been elevated to the position of model complainants in the legal assault against affirmative action in college admissions (Students for Fair Admissions v. President & Fellows of Harvard College, 2019; also, Arcidiacono et al., 2020; Lee, 2021).

But more and more there has been a call to document the stories and history of the Asian American community directly, as part of “a more inclusive and accurate history of all the people of America” (An, 2016; Chang, 2017; Chen & Buell, 2018; Takaki, 2008, p. 436). The most authoritative text on school assignment policy in San Francisco from 1971 to 2005, is Rand Quinn’s (2020) Class Action: Desegregation and Diversity in San Francisco Schools. Quinn includes Asian American activists playing a prominent role in events, though his approach is a generalized examination of the “complicated racial poltices” and the “relationship between ‘court’ and ‘community’ in education” (pp. 3-4). The present study’s historical accounting adds another layer of depth to Quinn’s work, and opens further avenues of study regarding Asian American experiences in other cities and in more recent times, including further examinations on the practices and replicability of the methodologies employed by the Asian American community.

Monograph

Amy Chang had grown up in the suburbs of San Francisco. She was high school valedictorian and went on to earn a degree in economic development from Brown University, an American Ivy League institution (Mercury News, 2018). But at Brown, Amy discovered she did not like being part of the elite. After graduation, she broke off a college romance, and spent two years in Taiwan “to study Chinese and start her work on Economic Development.” But when she returned to SF, she was soon recruited into the elite again, becoming personal assistant to the Shorenstein family (at the time San Francisco’s biggest real estate developer), graduating from the University of California, Hastings College of the Law, and lauded as “associate of the
year” at one of the city’s biggest law firms. But as her husband noted, Amy resisted being integrated into the legal establishment: “Honestly, she couldn’t be motivated by the money component of corporate law and she dropped out of the law firm” (Yau, 2018).

What motivated Amy was that “she had dreams and talents that could help the world.” (Yau, 2018). She wanted to be a lawyer to represent the underrepresented, not to make a lawyer’s salary (H. Louie, personal communication, October 28, 2019).\(^5\) In San Francisco, she found community with the growing Chinese American population. She was drawn to what she saw as the unfair plight of Chinese students in San Francisco public schools. (Asimov, 1996a; Laird, 1988a; Shioya, 1995).\(^6\)

**Table 1**

*SF Public Schools Enrollment 1967-2010*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Enrolled</td>
<td>93,710</td>
<td>82,757</td>
<td>57,433</td>
<td>63,506</td>
<td>59,979</td>
<td>53,033</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note:* 43% Decline in Student Enrollment. SF public schools declined 40,000 students between 1967-2010 with only 53,033 in 2010 (Research, Planning and Accountability Department, 2012).

Chinese had become the largest group of students enrolled in San Francisco public schools, on their way to outnumbering white students by more than two-to-one (Quinn, 2020). Yet Chinese families had almost no voice in how the schools were run (Laird, 1988b). Black

---

\(^5\) H. Louie (2019): “Amy Chang was in many ways the spiritual leader of the CADC lawsuit. She was in her 20s. Came back to Bay Area in the late 80s early ‘90s. Like a lot of young people, bright-eyed, very idealistic, ‘I wanna do something I wanna make a contribution and make a difference.’”

\(^6\) Profile of student Naomi Strom (Shioya, 1995): “I feel bad,” she sighed. “It's like they should have just as much of an opportunity as I do to go to a prestigious school like Lowell. But they don't, because they're Chinese and I'm Caucasian -- and that's not fair.”
students’ interests were strictly enforced through a 1983 federal consent decree to equalize educational opportunities between black and white students (Asimov, 1996b; Laird, 1988a). Meanwhile, the public schools superintendent position was filled by a succession of Latino males, while the SF Board of Education was dominated by a coalition known as “the three white ladies” (Fernandez & Walsh, 1989). In fact, the only Chinese incumbent on the seven-member SF Board of Education lost his seat because he missed the deadline to file for re-election (AsianWeek, 1988).!

Because of their large numbers in the public schools, Chinese students were shifted between schools to achieve racial balance so that no single race would dominate any of the schools (Laird, 1988a). This meant that Chinese students who needed English learning assistance were sometimes assigned to schools with no English as a Second Language (ESL) program, while students who qualified to get into the city’s top academic schools were often denied admittance to make room for students of other ethnicities (A. Chang, 1993). This resulted in many unhappy Chinese parents who had nowhere to turn for help (Sing Tao Staff, 1994). Amy became their voice: “When she saw a cause - if she saw an injustice, she didn’t let it go,” recalled her fellow activist Lee Cheng (2019).

The injustices that Amy perceived had been decades in the making. Enacting the 1964 Civil Rights Act resulted in enforced bussing and school desegregation programs (Frum, 2000; Graubard et al., 1975) that changed the racial makeup of every school in San Francisco (SFNAACP v. SFUSD). The next year, the 1965 Immigration Act introduced a wave of new Asian immigrant students never before seen in San Francisco nor the nation (Pew Center, 2019). In one generation’s time - by 1990 - Chinese students in the city nearly doubled, jumping from 13.3% to 23.7%, with Asians increasing to 45% of all SF public school students (Yee, 1987). Meanwhile, the black student population stayed relatively steady at about 20%. But the most dramatic about face was the 300% drop in white students from 45.3% to 14.5%. The San Francisco public schools system, once dominated by white students, now had whites as one of the smaller minorities in the student body (SF Examiner Editorial Board, 1988; Quinn, 2020) Racial desegregation programs designed to address inequalities between black and white students suddenly had to deal with large Chinese populations (Greene, 1989).

But just as Chinese American student body numbers were increasing, Chinese and Asians were also increasing their involvement in San Francisco politics and policy making. The children of the Asian immigration wave begun in 1965, were going through college and starting their careers and families (Pew Center, 2019). They believed in the American values of equal representation and practiced their American right to free speech. Since the founding of the Asian American movement at UC Berkeley in 1968 (Berkeley Historical Plaque Project, 2018), the rapid increase in population of Asians and their growing influence in the 1980s was not just in SF, but also nationally, with featured articles in media like the New York Times and National Review (Linsey, 1982). The 1984 presidential nominating convention of the Democratic National Committee included an Asian Pacific Caucus for the first time (Edsall & Johnson, 1984; McGurn & Rothenburg, 1989). By 1989, the Republican National Committee had set

---


8 SF went from 85% racially segregated schools, to 1% (SFNAACP v. SFUSD, DF1228, 4/11/01, Declaration of Donald Barfield, Exhibit, Attachments C-5 and C-7).

9 The Asian population in America grew from 980,000 in 1960 to over 23 million by 2019 (Budiman & Ruiz, 2021).

10 The convention was held in San Francisco, and Democrats nominated the first woman to be a major candidate for Vice-President, Geraldine Ferraro (Bush, 1984).
up a special Asian American Affairs Office, and President George W. Bush had appointed the first Chinese woman to a cabinet level position (Chao, n.d., Fuchs, 2016). In San Francisco, Mayor Art Agnos boasted 20 Asian Americans appointed to city commissions in his first 20 months in office (Calandra & Matier, 1989). The Chinese American Democratic Club also rose in political power” (SF Examiner, 1986). In a keynote speech to CADC, President of the Board of Supervisors John Molinari noted “The Chinese Community showed its strength and ... showed the power of (CADC’s) endorsement.” (CADC Special Events Cmte, 1983).

Table 2

Student Body Breakdown

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>White</th>
<th>Chinese</th>
<th>Black</th>
<th>Latinx</th>
<th>Other Asian</th>
<th>Native American</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: As listed on original survey: Black refers to African American, Latinx refers to Latino, White refers to Other White, Other Asian refers to Japanese, Korean and Filipino, Nat. American refers to American Indian (Research, Planning and Accountability Department, 2012).
Yes, the Chinese vote could make a difference. But the reality was that none of the Chinese candidates had garnered enough votes to win.\textsuperscript{11} The inability to win elections was one of the reasons the school assignments issue became a priority. CADC’s goal under 30-year-old President Samson Wong was to turn political power into electoral victories and “attain political leadership” in San Francisco. “Our aim,” he wrote in his annual address “is to draw the lines that will unite this Capital City of Chinese America” referring to San Francisco. President Wong cited “innate Chinese American issues of opportunity such as small business, education and owning a home.” (Wong, 1993, pp. 3-4).\textsuperscript{12}

\textbf{Figure 1.}
\textit{Picture from a typical Chinatown banquet with up to 700 people eating and talking politics, circa 1990s to 2000s (Kee, (n.d.))}

Amy herself was galvanized in part by the bitter sting of discrimination from her star-crossed college romance. He was white, from a wealthy background, and “smitten with Amy’s spirit (and) kindness; her beauty and an inner toughness.” He proposed and she accepted! But it was not to be. When they graduated and went to meet his family, they openly “sneered” and privately “scoffed” at Amy because of her race and class status. “How could I marry a family that despised me,” she said to him as she broke off their engagement. (Yau, 2018). Amy did not want to be integrated into that kind of society. She left and spent the next two years in Taiwan searching for her identity. When she returned to San Francisco, she had a new sense of self and wanted to make a positive impact for Chinese in America. Her initial approach was “you really need to get voter representation.” She started registering voters with the non-partisan Chinese

\textsuperscript{11} By 1977, Chinese American Gordon Lau had won a district supervisor seat but lost it in 1979. Tom Hsieh was appointed in 1986 but won in his own right a citywide seat in 1988. Six years later, the third Chinese American and first Asian American woman – Mabel Teng - won election citywide.

\textsuperscript{12} Samson was keenly aware of the division among Chinese activists as he was elected to lead CADC that year by a margin of only three votes. “It was always in the back of my mind that I became (CADC) president by a very narrow margin,” so Wong recalled his goal was “trying to achieve consensus in the club, bringing everyone together behind certain issues.” (Wong, January 2020)
American Voters Education Committee (CAVEC). But as she stood behind her ironing board on street corners with her voter forms and CAVEC outreach fliers, “she started running across these parents” who were mostly blue collar, most of them Cantonese speaking with limited English abilities. Amy “spoke broken English with them” about the troubles their families faced with SF public schools (H. Chow, personal communication, March 16, 2020).

“There were two sets of parents,” Amy’s husband Dr. Harrison Chow recalls (March 16, 2020). The first set “couldn't get their kids into their neighborhood schools”. That was a big deal “because it limited their kids’ ability to just walk to school. . . . Having a parent to bring them to school was a hardship issue.” The other set of parents had children who were not allowed to attend Lowell High School, San Francisco’s top academic school and one of the highest-ranked in the nation. “The Lowell thing was difficult because it was their meal ticket. Once the kid went to Lowell, then the kid was going to go to UC Berkeley” or another top-ranked university, on their way to a stable, salaried professional career. For these families, getting their children into Lowell “was their ticket to the American Dream” (Chow, March 16, 2020).

The problems for these Chinese families stemmed from the contradiction between changing demographics and a 1983 desegregation consent decree ordered by the courts. The Asian population was not only increasing generally, Asians were also concentrating themselves in certain neighborhoods. This concentration was even higher in the classroom because many white families took their children out of the public schools system. When the number of Chinese students hit the consent decree quota of no more than 40% (for example at schools teaching English as a Second Language), many Chinese students were reassigned and denied entry to their school of choice. For Lowell High School, it was a matter of academics and meritocracy. Entry to Lowell was determined by a set criterion of academic markers. Too many Chinese students met or exceeded these academic benchmarks. Their numbers began surpassing the 40% quota cap in 1986 (Curtis, 1986). The following year, a limit was set on the number of Chinese students admitted to Lowell. Accordingly, the academic criteria were raised for Chinese students, forcing Chinese to score higher solely based on their race (Levine, 2000).

Amy was shocked that these racial caps on Chinese students were mandated by a court-approved desegregation consent decree (Cheng, 2019). She looked for a political solution. Through Henry Louie, chairperson of CAVEC, Amy was introduced to the CADC political network. CAVEC served as the non-partisan voter registration arm of the Chinese American Democratic Club. Henry was an early mentor to Amy, but soon he and other CADC members like Roland Quan, Louis Hop Lee, Victor Seeto and BQ Seeto began rallying around Amy’s charismatic leadership (V. Seeto, personal communication, September 19, 2019). Louis (personal communication, March 20, 2020) recalls that Amy pored over all the materials put out by the school district and the legal briefs regarding the school assignments consent decree: “it was a good symbiotic relationship because ... she knew the technicals of it but she didn't know the politics of it.”

Amy, Louis, and the others “made a checklist of all the elected officials, the (Board of) Supervisors and all the people on the Board of Education” (L. Lee, 2020). They held meeting after meeting, after work, at each other's homes. They even organized community demonstrations in front of the Board of Education. One time, CADC organized a group of Chinese parents to come wearing painter’s caps which they theatrically took off in unison to

13 As of April 1986: 43 percent of Lowell's students were Chinese, 24 percent white, 8 percent Filipino, 7 percent Hispanic, 6 percent black, 3 percent Korean, 3 percent Japanese, and 5 percent other (Curtis, 1986)
14 Henry Louie was a longtime city health inspector recruited to be part of CADC to help represent the interests of civil service city employees. He was on the board of CADC and was elected CADC president after Samson Wong. (D. Chan, 2020)
the chant “Off with the Caps” referring to the racial caps limiting Chinese students (D. Chan, personal communication, November 20, 2019).

But all of their efforts were to no avail. For reasons they could not understand and would not accept, the CADC activists “got the door shut in (their) face by everybody. Nobody was willing to support” them (L. Lee, 2020). The reality was that since the U.S. Supreme Court ruled against school segregation of black students in the 1950’s, a far-reaching infrastructure and culture had established itself to desegregate public schools. Nearly two hundred school consent decrees were created and implemented throughout the nation, just like the one in San Francisco (Civil Rights Division, Dept. of Justice, 2021; Parker, 2000). “We were thinking that politically they would make the compromises,” recalls Louis Hop Lee (2020), “but they weren't about to, because the politics were too strong for the status quo.”

### Table 3

**Chinese-Attended Schools Impacted 50% Higher**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Race</th>
<th>No. Schools Affected*</th>
<th>Percent of Total Schools</th>
<th>Percent Impacted Schools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish Speaking</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Other Subgroups</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note:* Racial caps limit Chinese at almost half of all 69 schools. Source: (Quinn, 2020, Table 15). Original Source is in Declaration by Amado Cabezas on behalf of Chinese American Democratic Club. Cabezas obtained data from SFUSD Planning and Research Department.

In truth, there was also what former CADC president Doug Chan delicately referred to as “an ideological inconsistency” in the CADC activists’ assault on affirmative action quotas (2019). Henry Der, long time Executive Director of Chinese for Affirmative Action (CAA), a
leading community civil rights group, was a vocal opponent of the efforts by the Chinese parents. He correctly pointed out that many in the Asian community were benefiting from and taking advantage of affirmative action programs. In particular, Asian-owned businesses like many run by CADC members, often received government and corporate contracts in part based on quotas and set-asides for minority businesses. “How can you call for just a merit-based system (for Lowell High School) while you are calling for affirmative action in contracting?” Der asked (personal communication, December 6, 2019). “You aren’t being consistent. You can’t have it both ways.”

In a way, Der was putting it mildly. Many outsiders of the community felt Asians had little to complain about, and indeed were some of the main beneficiaries of the consent decree system. At Lowell for example (the city’s highest-achieving high school), nearly two-thirds of the student body was Asian - with Chinese at almost half (Cabading, 1983; Curtis, 1986). Moreover, Chinese were “the largest group at most of the best schools in the city” (Walsh, 1993); they were assigned their school of choice more than any other group; and they were the least likely to be bussed out of their neighborhood to attend school (Lim, 1994). In fact, San Francisco had even created “the only elementary school program in the United States in which all subjects” were taught in Cantonese and in which students were almost exclusively Chinese (Walsh, 1989). Lulann McGriff, President of the San Francisco chapter of NAACP, took Der’s words a step further regarding Chinese families: "They can't have it all. That's what the consent decree says: No group can have it all" (Walsh, 1993).

The San Francisco NAACP first sued the San Francisco school system in 1969 because white students dominated all the best performing SF public schools (Johnson vs. SFUSD, 1971). There were hardly any Asian or Latino children, but black and white students were starkly segregated by race and by quality of education (Quinn, 2020; Research, Planning and Accountability Department [RPA], 2012). In 1969, 80% of black children were concentrated into 27 schools. Twenty-one schools had a 71% black student body, going as high as 96% (Johnson vs. SFUSD, 1971). The segregated schools were consistently the lowest in educational achievement. Stanford University researchers explicitly linked improving “achievement of Negro students” to “increasing the degree of integration” in schools (Johnson v. San Francisco Unified School District, 1971, 339 F. Supp. 1331; Platt & Harker, 1967, pp. 3-4).

In response to NAACP’s lawsuit, the U.S. Federal Court in 1971 ordered the SF Unified School District (SFUSD) to implement desegregation programs to ensure that neither black nor white students would make up a majority at any school (Johnson vs. SFUSD, 1971). Busing programs enforced desegregation by driving some kids across town to schools that would otherwise be dominated by one race (SF Examiner Editorial Board, 1970; Wood, 1970). By 1978, the SF School district was looking to modify the 1971 Court Order, reduce costs and cut back on desegregation programs (Levine, 2000; Quinn, 2020). The NAACP strenuously objected and brought a second lawsuit (SFNAACP v. SFUSD, 1979).

That same year of 1978, Lulann McGriff started working as Assistant Regional Director for the Western Region of the NAACP where she had just completed an internship for her master’s degree program in social work (P. Cohn, personal communication, November 12, 1983). Henry Der went on to serve as California Department of Education Deputy Superintendent for Instruction (1996-2001), and superintendent of the Emeryville school district (2001-2004) (May, 2012).

SFUSD (RPA, 2012) student body demographics in 1969: 13.1% Latino, 39.9% White, 27.1% Black, 13.6% Chinese, 1.8% Japanese, 0.1% Korean, 0.2% American Indian, 2.6% Filipino

The Johnson case was vacated by the U.S. Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals 500F.2d 349 (9th Cir 1974)

In the 1978 lawsuit, the NAACP added the State of California as a defendant and funder for educational programs, and also petitioned for class representation in desegregating schools and improving education to encompass all students of SF public schools, including white students and Chinese students. (Levine, 2000, p. 43; Quinn, 2020, pp. 88, 89)
She was in the room when local and national NAACP attorneys had their SF meetings to strategize and craft their filing of the second desegregation lawsuit. As factual discovery and legal maneuvering in the case extended through 1983, Lulann went on to work in City College of San Francisco’s counseling department. In her day job she experienced first-hand, issues of racial inequality in the educational system. After hours, she would go to NAACP’s offices as a volunteer (Cohn, November 2019) and help devise a comprehensive citywide schools desegregation program that would eventually be instituted in the 1983 consent decree ordered and supervised by newly assigned U.S. District Judge William Orrick, Jr. (Quinn, 2020). Lulann thrived in the high-energy NAACP environment (E. McGriff, personal communication, June 27, 2020).

By 1986 Lulann would become president of NAACP-SF, and the only person ever to serve four consecutive terms in that position. She also was elevated to serve as Director of the Western Regional Office of NAACP (P. Cohn, personal communication, May 1, 2020).

Lulann came to be known as “the mother” of San Francisco’s school desegregation consent decree, and the decree’s “watchdog” and “guardian”, until her early passing in 1998 at age 55 (Asimov, 1996b; also, Dougan, 1998). In retrospect, it seemed Lulann’s whole life was preparing for this role. She was always proud to call herself a native San Franciscan, although her father actually brought their family to live here when Lulann was 3 days old. That was in 1943, the middle of World War II (I. McGriff, personal communication, May 23, 2020).

Lulann’s family was part of the huge wave of 40,000 Black Americans that moved to San Francisco, proudly working for America’s wartime efforts building a fleet of ships at Hunters Point Naval Shipyard and other duties (Broussard, 1993; Carlsson 1994). Lulann’s parents went about integrating their family into San Francisco society. Lulann’s family went to church and socialized in the Fillmore district where the whole neighborhood knew the McGriff family (I. McGriff, 2020). The Fillmore then was the “downtown for black people” (I. McGriff, 2020), also known as the “Harlem of the West” and filled with successful black storefronts, theatres and of course upscale jazz nightclubs featuring performances from the likes of Billie Holiday, Duke Ellington, Count Bassie and Etta James (Pepin & Watts, 2006, p. 1).

It was in this “serious middle class” environment that Lulann was raised, becoming an “ambitious”, “self-driven person”, expecting to have, and working “to get a better life” (I. McGriff, 2020). Though her parents were not professionals, that was who she grew up around. Lulann’s second daughter, Ilona, describes her family’s friends and acquaintances as “Jack’s and Jiller’s” (I. McGriff, 2020), referring to the group Jack and Jill of America, described by the New York Times as “the venerable social club for children of the black middle class, who get together for ski trips, cotillions and volunteer work” (Rohrlich, 1998). This national invitation-only membership association was begun during the 1930s Great Depression by black mothers looking “to find and create enriching activities for their children”, because then most middle-class activities were segregated for white families only (Wells, 2016; also, Thompson 1978).

Much of Lulann’s adult life was centered around the correcting of past injustices, and the integration of black people into white mainstream society. The Jim Crow racial caste system of anti-black policies that segregated blacks from whites in the South only took on an “outward gentility” in San Francisco - “not ‘Jim Crow’, but ‘James Crow’” (Fulbright, 2009; Richardson, 1999). For example, Lulann’s father, who “was very classy and refined” and was “always very...
well dressed”, liked to have “a nice car.” But when he wanted to get a fair price on buying a new one, he had to ask one of his white friends to buy the car for him and he would make the payments to his friend (I. McGriff, 2020).

Figure 2a
Blocks from where Lulann’s family lived, Cecil Poole (assist. DA) and his wife stand on the front lawn of their house. Someone left a burning cross on their property. 1958, when Lulan was 15 years old (Downey, 1958).

Figure 2b
Julianne Malveaux, Luann S McGriff, and Peter Cohn, San Francisco, California (Gatson, 1985).

22 The car dealers were still located on Van Ness Avenue’s auto row. By this time, it was certainly illegal to not sell cars to Blacks, but often at a much higher price and under less favorable terms (Richardson, 1999).
At the time Lulann joined NAACP, San Francisco’s school desegregation plan was at a crossroads. So was Lulann’s life path. Since the 1971 lawsuit, desegregation efforts had accomplished much. The number of segregated schools in San Francisco had dropped from over 80% to less than 30%. But then faced with budget cuts, the school district proposed modifying school integration programs. NAACP-SF faced internal divisions about how to proceed: should their focus be holding on to hard-fought gains, or should they gear up for another difficult court battle to further desegregate all public schools? (Quinn, 2020) Lulann’s goals were clear: She wanted to ensure that “African American students not only got their education in general, but that they were performing at a high level”. She wanted to implement a “holistic” approach towards education that improved “the way students were treated” and raised “expectations for what African Americans could accomplish” (E. McGriff, 2020).

The NAACP team met at their Western Regional offices located in downtown San Francisco’s landmark Flood Building. Verna Canson was then regional President, and the lawsuit was “coordinated through the national office,” bringing in attorneys Nathaniel Jones of Ohio, who was NAACP General Counsel and soon to be appointed U.S. Appellate Court Judge, and Thomas Atkins, former Boston City Councilman and NAACP’s chief desegregation counsel nationally. Locally, Peter Graham Cohen represented SF NAACP and would continue to serve as counsel for the SF NAACP and the public-school children of San Francisco for the next 25 years. Establishment SF law firm McCutchen Doyle Brown & Enersen, and also Eva Patterson, of the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights rounded out the co-counsel. It was this network of “collective thinking … from the very beginning” which characterized the support that galvanized to desegregate San Francisco schools (Cohn, November 2019).

But the second lawsuit brought by NAACP in 1978 never went to trial either. Four years later, the suit dragged on, and begrudgingly even the school district’s attorneys realized the schools would need to be completely desegregated. But the sides could not agree on how to do it. Judge Orrick set a hard deadline for the end of the year and, at the proverbial last minute, on December 30, 1982, the parties agreed on a settlement that would be enforced by the federal government. Through this “consent decree”, the court ordered that no school in San Francisco would have any one racial or ethnic group comprising more than 40-45 percent of the student body. Just as importantly, special programs would be put in place to achieve educational parity for all students. The consent decree was more far-reaching than anything before and involved all levels of government: local schools were being integrated, state government provided funding for educational programs, and the federal courts monitored implementation. It was also effective: ten years after implementation less than one percent of schools remained segregated in San Francisco (Quinn, 2020).

That was in 1993, the same year Amy and the Chinese families zeroed in on the consent decree’s racial quotas as the source of their problems. They had no clue about any of this history, struggle or background. They only knew that their families came pursuing the American dream, and they were enjoying their family’s and their own progress. The issue for them was that they never thought “they would hit ceilings”, as Michael Chan put it, another former CADC president. Asians had been encouraged by society to learn English and pursue their academic achievements in the ‘80s (M. Chan, personal communication, April 28, 2020). But at the same time, top academic universities from University of California, Berkeley to Harvard University, and even top high schools like Lowell High, began to put caps on enrollment and requirements limiting Asian students (Takagi, 1990, p. 587). Meanwhile, more than 12,000 students were not allowed to attend San Francisco schools with English as a Second Language programs (Lau, 1993). These quotas made Chinese American families feel targeted and discriminated against because of their race, contrary to their belief that they had a right as Americans to be treated fairly.
This was quite a different perspective from the Black community view that saw those American rights as hard-fought victories from decades of struggle. As Michael Chan (2020) explained: During the 1950s and 60s, from the nonviolent movement to the urban riots that “amplified” their message, “it was like the Black community was burning the candle at both ends”. Michael was also a protege of Harold Yee and 15-year executive director of one of the largest nonprofits in California to support minority businesses, ASIAN, Inc (ASIAN, Inc., 2020). African Americans saw “their role as being the heavy lifters” in achieving racial equity programs like affirmative action. They struggled and suffered in order to achieve fairness in education for communities of color, which the Chinese families now took for granted. And African American activists had also worked hard to unravel engrained discriminatory practices and to institutionalize desegregation programs, which the Chinese parents now sought to overturn (M. Chan, 2020).

But as Samson Wong had noted earlier, the Chinese were no monolith in ideology. Many Asian activists who had come of age during the civil rights movement felt that attacking the consent decree could harm larger, and longer-term goals. California Superior Court Judges Lillian Sing and Julie Tang were like that. Judge Sing became the first Asian American woman judge in California in 1981 (Superior Court of San Francisco, 2015). Judge Tang was the first Asian American woman to run a major citywide supervisorial campaign in 1986. Lillian was a co-founder of CAA and a past president of CADC (Superior Court of San Francisco, 2015). Julie was the first employee at CAA and groomed by CADC to run for office (L. Sing & J. Tang, personal communication, February 18, 2020). They knew all sides of the community. They were sympathetic to Amy’s group and many at CADC for “truly looking at what is good for the Chinese community” in terms of their children’s education. However, both judges shared the concern that the fight against the consent decree was “not taking into consideration other communities' interests.” “We believed in coalition politics,” says Lillian, “We believed we were riding the coattails of African Americans. In terms of bussing, education, we should not step on those who benefited (from those programs). We had to work together” (Sing & Tang, 2020).

Yet the judges also experienced how established liberal political groups treated Chinese in politics as newcomers and did not treat them fairly in San Francisco coalition politics. When Julie Tang ran for the Board of Supervisors, she earned the endorsement of the major African American Democratic political clubs and even the San Francisco Democratic Party. But when it came time to publicize the endorsements, those groups left Tang off their campaign materials! “There was a conspiracy among the Democratic establishment”, says Tang. It was just another example of San Francisco’s rough and tumble 1980s, and the Chinese community getting “burned” by more established players. So, from these interactions, both judges also understood why many Chinese activists like those in CADC felt the need “to solidify” their own interests “first, before taking care of everybody else’s” (Sing & Tang, 2020).

Although Amy turned to the old-timers at CADC for political guidance, it was her fellow youngbloods who injected energy and momentum into her efforts. Amy had become dejected after hitting so many stone walls, but came home one summer in 1993 excited to tell her husband: “I just met this kid. He's just so full of energy. His name is Lee Cheng, and he’s ready to fight. And I can't believe I just met this other kid named Alan Tse. He's just ready to go punch somebody (over this issue)” (H. Chow, personal communication, March 20, 2020). Both Lee and Alan had just graduated college. Like Amy they were taking time off to decide their next step in life, and evaluate what was worthwhile to them (Cheng, 2019). Unlike her, they were “immature and hot-headed” compared to Amy who was 10-years their elder, had already earned her graduate degree and had traveled the world. She ended up taking them under her wing, acting as “mother-hen revolutionary” of their group. Amy “was our leader…. She was the glue and she was the accelerant…. She provided the encouragement and inspiration,” recalled Lee Cheng (2019). After working together on this issue, they all decided to become
lawyers. For the rest of their lives, Amy became “like a big sister to them” (Chow, March 20, 2020).

The group began to solicit lawyers and convened a meeting with virtually all the large law firms in San Francisco. But even with commercial attorneys, they faced rejection. The gathered attorneys “all nodded appreciatively, and they said: ‘Oh, so sorry, we can’t take this (case). Sorry, not my cup of tea,” recalled Lee (2019). “They gave us some legal argument why our lawsuit would not be successful: … ‘equality is the law of the land’, ‘integration is the law of the land,’” Victor Seeto (2019) recalled. “Most of them said ‘This is politically unpopular’, plus ‘We don’t want to take on NAACP’”, observed Henry Louie (2019).

At a seeming dead end, Amy sought out her group of young friends once again. Tony Lee was a recent graduate from Harvard Law School and a new associate at a law firm specializing in class action suits. When the partner he worked with at the Lieff Cabraser law firm began casually chatting about college admission controversies, Tony brought up conversations he’d had with Amy. “I said (to partner Dan Girard): ‘Well you know there's something similar going on in the San Francisco school district.’ He said ‘really?’” recalls Tony (personal communication, March 27, 2020), “That’s when we decided to (be part of) the lawsuit.” Girard and Lee were soon joined by UC Hastings constitutional law professor David Levine. Levine had heard about the case from fellow Hastings faculty who had children enrolled at Lowell High School (Levine, 2000).

The Chinese parents’ first foray into the legal arena was a few months earlier, in 1993. CADC had changed the name of its Education Committee to become the Consent Decree Task Force with Amy serving as chairperson (CADC, March 1993a). That April, Louis Hop Lee made an Amicus filing with the federal court regarding the consent decree and was invited to speak at a “fairness hearing” before Judge Orrick (CADC, May 1993b; SFNAACP, DF 750, April 22, 1993). The hearing was to assess the consent decree at its 10 year mark of implementation and was the culmination of an eight-month long process to approve a lengthy report authored by a nationally-renown panel of experts (Asimov, 1992). Louis was one of only a few parties invited to speak at the hearing (Wong, 1994). It was the first time the Chinese parents would have their viewpoints presented to the judge who had set the school assignments system back in 1982.

The presentation was not well received. “He reacted visibly,” recalls Louis (2020). “He didn't like what he was hearing at all.” Louis used stark language with the judge to depict the consent decree as wielding “state powers” to discriminate against Chinese students. Why continue the consent decree when “it hurts some people without helping others?”, Louis questioned. In fact, the panel of experts in 1992 had concluded that implementation of the consent decree did not help improve academic achievement of poor performing students. There was a divergence in effectiveness. “San Francisco schools (had) achieved integration,” the SF Chronicle explained, but they had also “failed to help thousands of Black and Latino children” to improve their education (Asimov, 1992). Judge Orrick, along with the consent decree’s two parties, SF NAACP and the SF Unified School District, did not consider dismantling the consent decree (Levine, 2000). Orrick noted the effectiveness in desegregating the schools, and ordered the racial quota-limits to be maintained. Meanwhile new educational programs were proposed to improve the quality of education (SFNAACP, 1992).

---

23 Amy went to UC Hastings Law School, Lee went to UC Berkeley, Boalt Law School, Alen Tse went to Harvard Law School.

24 But it was still not smooth sailing. The other partners “did not want the case” because of “the political ramifications.” Eventually, Dan Girard left the firm for additional reasons, but took the case with him. (T. Lee, 2020)

25 “(A)s a matter of principle, he (Dan Girard) gave up a lot of money to do this case” (Levine, March 2020)

26 Co-authored by Juliet Gee and Amado Cabezas
In his rulings, Orrick continued on the path that he had set more than a quarter century before. He was the third judge to be randomly assigned the consent decree case in 1979 - the first two judges both recused themselves for different reasons (Quinn, 2020). Orrick took on the case in earnest and eventually saw it as one of the most important cases of his career (Orrick, 1989). He had joined the federal bench just five years before and had no experience with school desegregation cases (Orrick, 1989). But he did have first-hand experience in wielding the power of the law, and he had a supreme confidence in his mastery of utilizing the law as a power to “effectuate resolutions” and do good (Cohn, 2020).

Judge Orrick was scion to one of San Francisco’s most prominent legal dynasties. His father started the family-named law firm that would grow to become the 35th largest law firm in America by 2020, with over $1.1 billion in revenue and more than 1,000 lawyers in the firm (Law.com, n.d.). Judge Orrick took to the family calling, graduating from Yale University and UC Berkeley’s Boalt Hall School of Law. Through connections, he was even able to interview the Chief Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court for his college newspaper. After law school, he was recruited to be part of President John F. Kennedy’s Justice Department in the early 1960s (Orrick, 1989). He was one of a “group of young lawyers who were seen as smart fighters for justice” working under the leadership of Attorney General Bobby Kennedy (D. Campos, personal communication, April 2020). He was active in the Civil Rights Movement, volunteering to go to Montgomery Alabama to protect the Freedom Riders from attack during the unrest over desegregating public facilities. Later he led the Department of Justice’s Antitrust division, where he became the nation’s most aggressive monopoly-buster breaking up big corporations (Orrick, 1989).

Orrick’s time in the Kennedy administration were his most flamboyant and activist years. He was greatly inspired by President Kennedy’s Camelot and enthusiastically moved to Washington DC “to help move the world at least a quarter of an inch off its axis and make things better” (Orrick, 1989, p. 137). He worked “night and day, and Saturdays and Sundays to do anything” the President wanted to have done (p. 137). He relished the power and responsibilities in Washington for “running the government”, and for being an Assistant U.S. Attorney General (p. 219). “I had the greatest client in the world, the United States,” Orrick later recalled. “Justice was always on our side, at least so I thought” (p. 150).

In 1974, as part of a political deal with Democrats, Republican President Richard Nixon appointed Orrick to the U.S. District Court. Judge Orrick found his true home on the federal bench. “I love the law,” he would say, “and the law without clients is a particularly good way to live” (Orrick, 1989, p. 245). He gained a quick reputation for his stern demeanor and being a “stickler on decorum and proper behavior by lawyers” (p. 279). He saw his duty as creating and maintaining “order” in the courtroom so that “reasoned arguments” by opposing attorneys would allow “the light of justice to prevail” (p. 280). His experience in Washington opened his eyes to the power of the federal judiciary too. He saw the U.S. government as a “three-layer power structure set forth in the constitution.” He considered the federal judiciary to be “the

---

27 In addition to his father founding the Orrick law firm, Orrick Jr.’s son, William Orrick III carried on the legal dynasty for a third generation. Orrick III was noted for being rebellious and not joining the Orrick firm, but actually he mostly followed his father’s footsteps: appointed to the federal bench by President Barack Obama in 2013; prior to that Orrick III was Deputy Assistant Attorney General in the Civil Division of the United States Department of Justice; prior to that he had graduated from Yale University as well. Orrick Jr’s brother, Andrew Downey Orrick was a prominent Republican and served as acting chairman of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission in San Francisco under President Dwight Eisenhower in the 1950s.

28 Even when the Orrick law firm had just started, Judge Orrick’s mother who “didn’t know a great deal about the practice of the law” and spent her time organizing “one, if not two, bridge clubs”, did know that her family’s law firm “was a very good firm and a high-class firm” (Orrick, 1989, p. 8)

29 Orrick was a Democrat, but was a compromise appointment in a political deal to appoint judges from both parties. (Orrick, 1989, pp. 244-250)
fulcrum” (p. 286) and “most important branch of the government” (p. 283). He disapproved of being a “judicial activist” but admitted he had acted so in numerous major cases (p. 279). “When we look at what the executive branch is not doing and what the Congress is not doing,” he lamented, “in order to continue the great country that we have, the federal judiciary has to take on that kind of power” (p. 280).

Judge Orrick faced a seemingly intractable problem when he took on San Francisco’s school desegregation case in 1979. He noted that San Francisco schools had been “segregated since 1850” (Orrick, 1989, p. 274);[30] but he also believed he uniquely had the tools in his courtroom to solve this problem. First, he was a staunch believer in the important role of attorneys as “problem solvers,” helping “society stick together” (p. 283). Specifically, he recalled: “The counsel that I had in this case were skilled at it. In fact, they spent their entire time going around the country prosecuting and defending these cases. So, rather than take a strong activist position, I thought I would let them dispose of the case in the manner that seemed fair to them” (p. 271). Second, Judge Orrick used his stature on the federal bench and his Washington connections to recruit the court’s own “Panel of Experts” co-chaired by former U.S. Commissioner of Education Harold Howe II, and Dr. Gary Orfield, “one of this country’s most relentless supporters of school integration” (Levine, 2000, p. 46, fn28). The judge affectionately dubbed them his “Committee of Wise Men”. They held meetings all “around the country,” and issued a “superb report” in summer 1982 which became the roadmap and outline for the Consent Decree settlement enacted in 1983 (Orrick, 1989, p. 273).

Judge Orrick handled some of the most celebrated cases in the Northern District (Holding, 2012; Orrick, 1989), but his judicial philosophy always focused on settling cases without the confrontation of a trial. "If you want fair treatment, you split the difference,” was Orrick’s advice to his clients since his first appearance in the courtroom (Orrick, 1989, p. 59). In this instance, however, there had been such a long history of racial segregation and so many failed attempts to desegregate, that the Black community and integration advocates did not trust that any plan agreed to would actually be enacted. For the NAACP to accept the Experts Report as the framework for a settlement agreement, the report’s action plans and recommendations would need to be codified in a legal consent decree signed by Judge Orrick. NAACP insisted: “this Court must stay actively involved with the implementation process so that the goals of the Decree become a reality” (Quinn, 2020, pp 127-128).[31]

The NAACP’s vision for the role of the court matched Judge Orrick’s ambitions for wielding the power of the federal judiciary. NAACP attorney Peter Cohn singled out Orrick’s key role: “(Judge Orrick) said to us, basically, you can trust me, I give you my word, that if you settle this case, I will enforce the law and the Constitution…. It was the closing of the deal that the presiding judge tells you …(he’s) going to attend to it” (Cohn, 2020). Judge Orrick recruited one of the top national law firms to draft the consent decree based on the Experts Report. He appointed Professor Orfield as Consent Decree Monitor (Cohn 2020; Orrick, 1989; Quinn, 2020). SFUSD was tasked with implementing programs both to integrate all schools, and to improve academic performance of all students (Levine, 2000; San Francisco NAACP v. San Francisco Unified School District, 1983). The State of California was ordered to fund all of the programs (Levine, 2000, pp. 46- 47, fn39). And as a final touch, SF NAACP was certified in 1983 as class representative to represent not just Black students, but all San Francisco public school students, since all students “sought as a common objective … complete desegregation”

---

30 Orrick added (1989, p. 275): “Of course, it’s easy enough to find in Hunters Point”. Hunters Point is historically a predominantly black neighborhood of San Francisco. According to the U.S. Census, the black population was 72.97% in 1980 (Bowser, 1988, p. 383).

31 The California governor’s office first pledged to investigate the issue in the late 1950’s, and “started us on a long road, twenty years and more,” trying to end school segregation, stated Grandvel Jackson, who was president of NAACP in 1959 (Quinn, 2000, p. 127-128).
of the city’s public schools (Levine, 2000, pp. 50-51, fn64; San Francisco NAACP v. San Francisco Unified School District, 1983). One of Judge Orrick’s sayings was, “Hard cases make bad law” (Orrick, 1989, p. 157). But in this case, he felt he had truly fulfilled his “responsibilities in the administration of justice” (p. 286). Four years later, after receiving “periodic reports” from the school district, Judge Orrick assessed the SF Schools Consent Decree as “a great success,” adding for emphasis, “a definite success” (p. 277).

Judge Orrick’s role in desegregating San Francisco schools was important to him. All of his work to advance the civil rights movement was important to him. His life centered around politics and his profession was the law. But his law works always dealt with business and corporate matters. He had hardly tried any cases in a courtroom. His civil rights work was his chance to take action, do good and help “society stick together” (Orrick, 1989, p. 283). When he first went down to Alabama in 1961 as an Assistant U.S. Attorney to protect the Freedom Fighters from violence by the Klu Klux Klan and conservative white supremacist police, he had not had any experience in dealing with black/white race relations. But he volunteered to be part of Attorney General Bobby Kennedy’s special unit out of a sense of “team spirit”, and felt comfortable about it since none of the other deputized special agents knew “much more about civil rights than” he did (p. 123). In fact, Judge Orrick didn’t know much about America beyond his rarefied upbringing in the most privileged neighborhoods of San Francisco and Berkeley (the gated home compound he grew up in spanned a “large city block” (p. 3)). Until he travelled back East for his last year of boarding school, Orrick had never himself witnessed the existence of “poor people” (p. 23). “We just didn’t see it,” Orrick explained (p. 28). The experience “made a lasting impression” (p. 28). These were Black Americans during the Great Depression of the 1930s in New York City’s slums. “I could never understand, ... why, with the enormous surpluses of wheat and other grains in this country and others, tens of thousands of black Africans are starving,” Orrick would tell friends (p. 28). As a young college student, he studied President Franklin Roosevelt’s New Deal as a way to “solve” the problem. Judge Orrick believed that even if issues like civil rights were not always a “legal problem” (p. 280), he could “use the power of the court to effectuate resolutions” for society’s “administrative and political” problems as well (Cohn, 2020).

It was 1987 when Judge Orrick so confidently declared the School Consent Decree a success. Change had indeed begun, and a decade into implementation, those changes became institutionalized and “embedded” programs and racial quotas (Campos, 2020). The relationship between the players changed too. The school district and the NAACP who had been “antagonists” in the courtroom, were now “partners in this consent decree” (Campos, 2020). The two organizations worked together “shoulder to shoulder” in bringing desegregation to SF public schools (D. Levine, personal communication, March 10, 2020). The school district was

---

32 Levine (2000) notes class certification was unusual to happen at the end. Also, Peter Cohn (2020) recalls: “Before the case was settled right before, the judge said that based on the experience of the individuals in our team, our team led by Nate Jones and Tom Atkins, who was the lead counsel on the legal team out of New York. He said that, really based on your experience with school districts across the United States, would you be willing to represent all the children in the San Francisco Unified School District?”

33 Ironically, the only opposition to his appointment as federal judge came from the “Charles Houston organization, which opposed my nomination because I wasn't black.” (Orrick, 1989, p. 247)

34 Orrick recalled: “I tried a couple of cases” and also laments: “I would have enjoyed more trial work than I had.” (Orrick, 1989, p. 59, 250)

35 The only time the word African is used in his entire oral history is in this recollection of slums and Black Africans. “We didn’t see people in rags. We didn’t see a man in tattered overcoats selling apples, literally. We just didn’t see it. When it came upon me, as it did for me when I first went to New York, it made a lasting impression.” (27,28)
even paying the legal fees for the NAACP attorneys as mandated by federal law, so “there was a relationship built” (Campos, 2020).

Figure 3
(a) Photo on the top left is first generation William Horsley Orrick, Sr. who founded Orrick law firm in 1863. In 2019, the firm had over $1 billion in revenue (Bickle, 2016).
(b) Photo on top right is third generation William Horsley Orrick III who took office as United States District Judge of the United States District Court for Northern District of California in 2013 (Bickle, 2013).
(c) Photo on the bottom is William Horsley Orrick Jr. (center) with Boddy Boddy Kennedy and Justice Potter Stewart at his swearing-in as chief of the Civil Division of Department of Justice in 1960. (Orrick, 1989).

But one thing had not changed. It was that Chinese families were an afterthought, bringing up the rear as events moved ahead. During NAACP’s first 1969 suit, Chinese families sought to make their voices heard, but their petition was dragged out and never ruled on (Levine, 2000, p. 42, fn11). Those Chinese petitioners filed their application late, had their petition rejected, then reinstated on appeal, and ultimately rendered moot when the case was dismissed and replaced by Judge Orrick’s 1983 Consent Decree. (Johnson v. San Francisco Unified School District, 1974). The parents in 1971 were more driven by white mainstream politics, as their case was brought by the legendarily bombastic and conservative Quentin Kopp, who was making his first run for city Supervisor that year (Kopp, 2001, p. 157-162). The new 1990s parents, however, were driven by Chinese American politics and the community’s quest for

36 Campos continues: “And so there was a relationship that was built and then you have the Ho litigants coming in and saying, hey, what you’re doing is unconstitutional, it’s wrong.”
37 Anti-bussing was part of Kopp’s campaign platform and he held his kick off in Chinatown where the concentration of Chinese residents meant there would be a concentration of Chinese students, many of whom would have to be bussed across town to meet desegregation requirements. Kopp won his election, the first of four terms as City and County Supervisor (Kopp, 2001).
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Orrick was not familiar with the way this new breed from the Chinese American community was challenging him. As much as the sight of the slums of New York City influenced his attitude to help poor “Black Africans” (Orrick, 1989, p. 28), there were only two Asians in his growing up that made any impression on Judge Orrick at all. One was the one-eyed “Chinese cook,” who Orrick recalled even in his later years: “We would taunt him about his eye until he picked up a meat cleaver and started after us. Grandmother, needless to say, did not approve of this, and she soundly lectured us” (p. 13) Orrick also remembered “the Japanese gardener” who took care of the massive grounds of the family compound. Orrick would again “get in trouble” with the gardener for playing football with his friends on “the big lawns” (p. 23). Perhaps Judge Orrick thought he could deal with the Chinese parents in a similar fashion. David Levine, one of the lawyers for the Chinese parents said it felt like Judge Orrick was “biding his time until he” might find a way to make their case “go away” (D. Levine, personal communication, July 29, 2020).

The new arguments made by these Chinese parents were a “combination of surprising and stinging” to Judge Orrick. He had not heard major disputes in this case since the early days of implementing the consent decree. Since then, all the sides had been in agreement. Levine (2020) recalls it was like “there was this little club.” Together with the judge, the lawyers for the school district and NAACP “had settled a tough case. So of course, they thought they were doing good”. They all wanted things to work out. They had no “incentive to bring up thorny issues” (T. Lee, 2020) They kept “telling the judge everything was fantastic” (Levine, 2020). So naturally, Judge Orrick appeared “quite skeptical” of the Chinese parents when they zeroed in on the consent decree as being unfair and illegal (T. Lee, 2020).

Amy Chang, the Chinese parents and activists were on a whole different page. “The law was overwhelmingly on our side,” insisted Lee Cheng (2019), “Unequivocally”. Even those parents not familiar with the law were resolute. Victor Seeto (2019) recalls “Our attorneys expressed confidence. We did not doubt their judgement … We felt our cause was right.”38 In fact, the law had been shifting rapidly. California voters passed Proposition 209 in 1997, banning all forms of affirmative action, with similar initiatives soon passed in Washington State (1998) and Florida (2000) (Brunner & Rowen, 2021). On the federal level, the U.S. Supreme Court in 1995 raised the bar by establishing “strict scrutiny” for use of affirmative action measures and new limits on remedies for racial discrimination (Adarand Constructors, Inc. v. Pena, 1995). A second 1995 ruling (Missouri v. Jenkins) further helped “delink issues of racial justice... from issues of public education” (Fitzgerald, 1996, p. 39). In 1996, the U.S. Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals struck down race as a factor that could be considered in Hopwood v. Texas.39 But in San Francisco, Consent Decree participants remained focused on long-term future goals and remedying past inequities. The Chinese parents homed in on how race relations were rapidly changing in the present time of the 1990s. They ran their case like a project: raising funds, recruiting lawyers, meeting regularly. “We were managing a project, and we had people who (were) very, very good at managing projects,” recalls Lee Cheng (2019).

When the tide finally did turn against the consent decree in 1998, it was definitive. The reversal came in two decisions from the U.S. Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals (Ho, Order, 1998; Ho vs U.S., 1998). In effect they ruled that Judge Orrick had overstepped his bounds and exceeded his judicial authority. Judge Orrick had wrongly used his power and “the protection of the court” (Levine, March 2020) to shield the consent decree.40 He had modeled the consent decree on the Experts Report written by his nationally-renowned educational professionals. But

38 Lee Cheng (2019) explained: It “was just clear this was a winner in court”
39 The U.S. Supreme court did not override Hopwood until 2003 (Grutter v. Bollinger).
40 The appellate court “pretty much told (Judge Orrick): ‘you got that completely wrong’” (Levine, March 2020).
the educational standards of the Experts Report did not satisfy the legal standards for enforcing the consent decree. Constitutional attorney David Levine for the Chinese parents (March 2020) described it as if the Panel of Experts “had a seminar at Harvard” and said “to heck with the law, let’s just focus on what’s educationally wise”. For his part, Professor Orfield bitterly objected that the “entire effort would be junked … by a group of lawyers” (Ho v. San Francisco Unified School District, 1999, DF404; Quinn, 2020).

Judge Orrick was admonished by the Appellate Court but not cowed. He was employing methodology that had brought him so much success over his career. “Law is experience,” was Orrick’s motto (1989, p. 150). At the Department of Justice, he used the resources and influence of the government to assemble the best experts to solve the problem and then he used the weight and power of federal law for enforcement procedures. Now, as a United States Judge, he applied this method to creating the San Francisco Schools Consent Decree. Orrick moved to bring his experts to make the case that his use of judicial power was needed and justified. He appointed his own Special Master to collect evidence and validate his actions (Ho, Order, 1998; Levine, 2000). But he was stopped. The appellate court stepped in again with a second ruling not more significant, but vastly more devastating (Ho vs U.S., 1998). The appellate Justices did not mince words describing Judge Orrick as having “interfered in the adversarial process” (Levine, 2020, p. 75). “They basically read him the riot act,” recounted Louis Hop Lee (2020). The Appellate Court labelled Judge Orrick’s appointment of the Special Master as “improper”, directed him into “immediate compliance” with the Appellate Court’s instructions, and ordered him to hold a trial immediately on the validity of the consent decree. It was a near unprecedented calling out of a Federal Court Judge, causing even Judge Orrick to refer to it as a “peculiar order” (Levine, July 2020). As the Appellate Court undercut Judge Orrick’s power to hold the consent decree together, the parties also began dividing again (Levine, July 2020). The SF school district brought up old worries about the cost and coordination needed to implement the desegregation and educational programs, and the NAACP became wary once more about some schools falling back and being dominated by one race of students (Levine, 2000; Quinn, 2020). The school

41 Undoubtedly, as Justice Holmes said, law is not logic; law is experience. And those experiences impacted on me in the way I have described previously. I think it has been of help.” (Orrick, 1989, p. 285)
42 Orrick recalled: “In 1963 I settled a big case for the government, the I.G. Farben case, and I am going to use some of the same methods on you that I did on them”. Orrick even recruited presidential advisor Lloyd Cutler (whom he called ‘perhaps the best lawyer in the country’) to serve as his personal representative to lead settlement negotiations- or as Orrick referred to him, his “amanuensis”. (The Farben matter had gone on since the end of World War II, with the U.S. repatriating Germany for improperly seized wartime assets. Orrick helped settle the case during his time as Deputy Attorney General pursuing the same dual track strategy of preparing for a trial and personally overseeing high-powered settlement negotiations. The Farben settlement also had some controversy when it became an issue for Bobby Kennedy’s presidential campaign (Orrick, 1989, pp. 271, 274, 146).
44 See also Order at 2, Ho v. United States Dist. Court (9th Cir. filed Dec. 14, 1998) (No. 98-71415)
45 David Levine (July, 2020): “I remember him calling it a peculiar order. That was the most he ever said but he did use the word peculiar. So, he was not happy. And what he interpreted it as: All right, the parties, they’re just going to have to deal with this themselves, no more help. And we filed an additional motion for summary judgment because, you know, we saw the other side was collapsing. It’s like, ‘Come on, let’s get this up’. And Orrick said ‘no, the Ninth Circuit wants a trial by golly they’re gonna have a trial’. So, he rejected our renewed motion for summary judgment saying basically, ‘I’m not going to get in trouble with the Ninth Circuit again’. So yeah, he was stung.”
46 The State of California itself split its position and representation as Republican Governor Pete Wilson hired attorneys to side with the Ho plaintiffs while Democratic Superintendent of Education Delaine Eastin retained attorneys to seek middle ground (Levine, 2000, pp. 96-97)
47 David Campos (2020) recalled: “the hardest thing was that once you eliminated those then you saw schools resegregating”; and according to David Levine (March 2020): the NAACP “was appropriately pushing the school board. It was the job of Peter (Cohn) to push the school board”.
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district was having second thoughts about getting into a trial that would justify the consent decree by rehashing past ugly discriminatory practices in the schools. That would “expose the school district to all kinds of liability” (Levine, July 2020). This created a “further big fissure” with the NAACP lawyers who now had to fight both the Chinese parents’ frontal legal assault, and also face the school district’s weakening support on their backside (Levine, 2000, p. 94).

On the morning of the first day of the trial, the Chinese parents walked into the Federal Courthouse building, ready to hear opening arguments (Levine, 2000). The courtroom was packed. Folks were expecting “dramatic testimony” that might “totally change affirmative action in the United States” (D. Levine, personal communication, October 27, 2020). But instead, the attorneys huddled to the side, and an hour later, all the attorneys came out of the courtroom together. They announced that a settlement had been reached! (Cohn 2019; T. Lee, 2020; Levine, March 2020) 49 “We won everything,” exclaimed Lee Cheng, “We were very happy.” “They caved,” echoed Louis Hop Lee. “We had no choice but to accept,” added Lee Cheng (Cheng, 2019; L. H. Lee, 2020). 50 Virtually all of the terms of the Chinese parents had been met (SFNAACP, 1999; Levine, 2000):

- SFUSD was to “remove the racial/ethnic guidelines immediately” that had limited Chinese students in some schools
- SFUSD would no longer use “race or ethnicity,” to “admit or assign” students
- Race and ethnicity banned as “primary or predominant consideration” in “admissions criteria”
- SFUSD could “request, but not require” information about race or ethnicity
- The Chinese parents could review, but not veto, the new SFUSD student assignment plans

It was a win-win-win. Even NAACP considered the settlement satisfactory (Cohn, 2019), 51 mainly because, despite all the concessions, everything else about the consent decree remained intact, and ultimately was extended through 2005 (SFNAACP, 1999). 52 The SF School District had also been “very focused” on extending the consent decree. This was due to the huge financial impact. While the Chinese parents were not fighting over school funding (T. Lee, 2020; Levine, March 2020) the other parties were “focused on losing the money” (Levine, March 2020). In 23 years, the consent decree directed more than half a billion dollars be spent on integrating San Francisco schools and improving academic performance of all students (Table IV; Quinn, 2020, pp. 265, fn199). 53 Much of the funding went to programs trying to

---

48 The SF Board of education no longer wanted to favor NAACP over the Chinese families “really shifting to say ... we can't do that, we have to be an arbiter” (Campos, 2020); Also: “by and by the state defendants peeled off and decided not to defend. And when that happened shortly thereafter, the school district decided not to defend” (Cohn, 2019); See also Orrick’s remarks after the case settlement: Opinion & Order, Ho v. SFUSD. 59 F. Supp. 2d 1021 at 25.

49 “it was a surprise when we had this last second settlement” (Levine, October 2020). But the settlement also was a long time coming. Levine (2000, pp 94-104) discusses the fits and starts to negotiations, and as noted supra fn 41 changes to the legal landscape also forced the defendants’ hand.

50 “It was an unequivocal tactical home run,” added Lee (2019)

51 This paragraph discusses the local implications of the settlement. There were also potentially favorable national implications for NAACP. NAACP was involved in all the lawsuits nationwide and were able to choose which cases to move forward. According to Lee Cheng (2019) “They cherry pick what advances .... cases with fact patterns that are favorable to what they need to defend. ... They just basically pushed settlements in all the cases (with) bad fact patterns. And it's really very strategic, highly admirable. And it's not just money. They're smart, really, really, really smart lawyers.”

52 The 1999 settlement ended the consent decree in 2002 but this was extended until 2005, another requested extension was denied by newly assigned Judge William Alsup (Orrick retired in 2002) (Levine, 2003, p. 511).

53 Henry Der (2004) stated: “SFUSD has received more than $30 million in state funds annually”
improve the education of Black and Latino students.\textsuperscript{54} Millions were also spent on monitoring and enforcing the consent decree, including attorneys and professional fees for NAACP, and expert fees for the Panel of Experts.\textsuperscript{55} The extension of the consent decree gave SF officials extra time to negotiate a new funding mechanism from the State of California to fund desegregation programs (Campos, 2020). This funding contributed 10-12\% of the entire schools’ budget (Levine, March 2020).\textsuperscript{56}

For the Chinese parents, the amount of money being spent on consent decree programs was mind-boggling.\textsuperscript{57} They first noticed that all the players in the SFUSD case were of national stature. Then they came to understand that there were up to “500 of these consent decrees” across the nation, many represented on both sides by the same national lawyers and experts involved in the San Francisco case (Cheng 2019). Many of the Chinese activists became very disillusioned that there was a “diversity industry” or what some of them disdainfully called a “racial preference industry” being supported with billions of taxpayer dollars (Cheng 2019). Still, most Chinese parents were “pragmatic” in supporting San Francisco’s consent decree’s extension (Levine, March 2020). In fact, the consensus to continue the consent decree was a point of pride for the previously antagonistic litigants (Campos, 2020). NAACP attorney Peter Cohn (2019, 2020) noted “an interesting evolution” in the Chinese parents’ attitude towards the consent decree once the racial quotas were removed as an issue. NAACP was “very happy” that the parents realized it was in the “interest” of Chinese students as well, to fund programs promoting academic excellence and diversity such as bilingual access. Added Levine, attorney for the Chinese families: “who’s going to be opposed to that?” (March 2020).\textsuperscript{58}

So that’s how this story ends. The Chinese parents seemingly won everything they could ask for. But strangely, Amy and some of the others weren’t that happy.\textsuperscript{59} There were victory parties. The Chinese American Democratic Club held another community banquet and issued special awards to the legal team. But Louis, Amy and Harrison were left with a bitter aftertaste, feeling that liberals and democrats had used racial strife as a canard to create the consent decree. All of them followed the lead of Lee Cheng and switched their politics to the Republican party (L. H. Lee, 2020; H. Chow, March 2020; Cheng, 2019). The lawsuit also continued to have a mixed impact on Amy’s life. Although she passed the bar and became an up-and-coming corporate attorney, she found she didn’t want to practice the law after all. Her husband, Harrison, never fully understood why Amy would walk “away from something she was successful at” (H. Chow, personal communication, October 22, 2020). Amy still had the fight in her, she just didn’t believe in the corporate or legal fighting.\textsuperscript{60} In 2013, when she and Harrison had bought

\textsuperscript{54} For example, one elementary school was “enriched to place an emphasis on computer instruction”, another high school implemented an “academically rigorous program to attract students”. Many others were “reconstituted” as magnet schools, model schools and academic schools. (Goldstein, 1998, pp. 1–3)

\textsuperscript{55} See also: Campos (2020); Cheng (2019); Cohn (2019); Lee (2020); Levine (March 2020; October 2020); H. Liddell (personal communication, October 23, 2020)

\textsuperscript{56} Levine (2020, pp 54, fn88) discusses controversy over massive consent decree expenditures: "It Isn't About the Children Anymore".

\textsuperscript{57} Lee Cheng (2019): “The money that they were getting from all the consent decrees … literally hundreds of millions of dollars a year and cumulatively billions of dollars a year … these assholes just completely took public money, … they’re just corrupt jackasses”; From Harrison Chow (March 2020): “It was just a bunch of corrupt guys in it for the money, … It was just about the money. They wanted to administer desegregation where it made no sense at all”; see also Louie (2019); L. H. Lee (2020).

\textsuperscript{58} Everyone agreed “getting money to improve the schools” was generally a good thing (Levine, March 2020).

\textsuperscript{59} “We didn’t win strategically, who knows who will win in the long run?” (Cheng, 2019).

\textsuperscript{60} Amy’s friend Tony Lee also had a successful law career, and also decided to give it up. Tony (2020) summed up his ambivalence this way: “I'm glad I did it. I'm also glad I'm not doing it anymore.” He also used temporal terms to describe it further like that old “cliche”: “If you're young and not liberal, you have no heart. If you're old, and you're not conservative, you have no brain. But I mean, to some extent, I think people, they get more conservative as they get older…”
a condo to retire in their older years, the city government suddenly decided to build a shopping center across the street with a huge Target discount store in front of their window. Amy the fighter came to the fore again. She protested the development and made waves. The city planners and developers gave in to Amy and planted a whole row of redwood trees between the shopping center and their condo development. “It’s pretty remarkable … to see those trees … and know why they are there,” recounts Harrison (Chow, October 2020).

Table 4
State of California Spending on SFUSD Desegregation Programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Annual Budget</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>$285,942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>$2,859,423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>$7,710,382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>$16,162,164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>$23,848,651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>$24,621,372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>$28,176,087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>$27,148,880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>$27,439,016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>$28,377,170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>$29,340,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>$32,676,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>$32,676,417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>$37,029,604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>$35,952,302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>$36,950,429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>$37,624,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>$40,682,362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$469,560,201</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


---

61 The Main Street Cupertino Mall broke ground in September 2013 (Mercury News, 2013)
As for the school assignments issue, Amy was somewhat disillusioned (Chow, March 16, 2020). She moved out of San Francisco and raised her three sons in the suburbs, so the issue never directly impacted her (Chow, 2018). But she was always “suspicious” of the settlement (Levine, October 2020) and believed the school district, NAACP, and their lawyers would just design another “disguised racial quota system” harming Chinese students (T. Lee, 2020). Feeling “dissatisfied” and worried that this “would be an ongoing battle”, she, Lee Cheng, Roland Quan, Louis Hop Lee, Alan Tse, and Henry and Denise Louie, set up a new organization, the Asian American Legal Foundation to be a “watchdog group” to fight against new school assignment policies that would harm Asian American students (Chow, September 2020). Amy supported AALF but let the others take the lead (H. Louie, 2019). In 2016, Amy lost a long battle with cancer and passed away at the young age of 54 (Chow, 2018). AALF has continued to file briefs against schools whose policies AALF considers harmful to Asian students, including cases against Harvard University, University of Texas, Michigan University, and others (Asian American Legal Foundation, 2018).

Ironically, in 2020, prompted by the COVID pandemic, Lowell High School went to a lottery system for most admissions. Students applying to Lowell were all lumped together and individuals selected at random for admission (San Francisco Board of Education, 2020). Ranked one of the nation’s top academic high schools, and facing one of the greatest challenges in racial diversity, Lowell effectively eliminated both merit-based and race-based admissions (US News and World Report, 2020). The problem of student assignments for Lowell, and indeed America’s entire educational system, remains unresolved. And it continues to be redefined by successive generations. Admissions to America’s Ivy League Universities like Harvard and Yale have become a national issue for presidential campaigns (Han, 2020; U.S. Department of Justice & Durham, 2020; Wermund, 2018). The U.S. Supreme Court is expected to continue hearing new cases and make new rulings on what is fair and constitutional (Allen, 2020). “The harsh lesson of school desegregation is that desegregation alone has not translated into equal outcomes for all students,” Henry Der noted (Der, 2004, p. 308). “It’s a never-ending bind,” added Louis Hop Lee (L. H. Lee, 2020). Carol Kocivar, former President of the California Parent Teacher’s Association and a long-time educational advocate in San Francisco, headed a task force trying to solve these problems. “Everyone had a position,” Kocivar recalled, “People of all persuasions felt very strongly about it.” And the parameters of the issue continued to evolve over time, with changing laws, changing demographics and changing politics. “I would say it is a constant issue of does the assignment system work? ... There's always controversy over what is the best way to meet the needs of kids,” Kocivar concluded (C. Kocivar, personal communication, March 25, 2020).

Discussion and Conclusion

Kocivar is right in how the school assignments issue is ever changing. It reminds us of the temporal dimension of the matter - in other words, the different historical perspectives

62 Levine (October 2020): “Well, I think that she was suspicious, let's say, I mean, because it was just so sudden” when SFUSD and NAACP agreed to settle on the first day of trial (Levine, 2003). Levine (2000, pp. 108-116) discusses the Ho attorneys’ opposition to what SFUSD first proposed - which included consideration of race - and the second, acceptable, proposal which was enacted.

63 Harrison said Amy kept news about her cancer “really private. She really did not want that out there.”

64 The lottery system for Lowell became permanent in 2021 (Bay City News, 2021)

65 In 2020, Lowell’s student body was 2% Black, 11% Hispanic, 18% White, and 61% Asian. (US News and World Report, 2020)
motivating participants. Our research highlighted pioneering Asian American activists who acted in their “living present”. They did not have a past in America and could not imagine the ramifications of this battle on their future. They were well educated about their American rights to fairness and equality. That was their American Dream and their motivation. But they also lacked the experiences of struggle and sacrifice which secured those rights of fairness and equality. Their complete American experience began as beneficiaries of the Civil Rights movement. We compared their perspective to that of the NAACP and Judge Orrick. NAACP’s perspective was from America’s past history: not only the generational experiences of slavery and oppression, but equally their past struggles and hard-won incremental victories. Judge Orrick, meanwhile, proceeded from a position of power and his perspective was to craft solutions that could adapt to “the future.” “Nobody can tell (the future). But judges have to do it,” Orrick once remarked.

Figure 5
Amy Chang & Harrison Chow with sons (l to r) Teddy, Adam, and Darwin – who were not yet born at the time of Amy’s activism. (Chow, n.d.) Painting in background is Leland Stanford Jr. at Stanford University Museum. Amy was diagnosed in Feb 2016 with terminal lung cancer. (Chow, 2016).

Our findings also showed that historical perspectives impacted methods. Asian American activists acted tactically. For example, when they thought politics could solve their issue, they registered voters and testified at public hearings, but when politics failed, they


67 In the present research this “living present” can be understood colloquially as “living in the present”. For an academic treatment (see Robson, 2019): “Deleuze conceptualizes a “living present” in which both past and future are embodied in present affects, such as hope and fear of future illness, for example.” Also see Deleuze (1991, 1995), Walker (2014).
quickly pivoted to the courtroom for redress. These novice community activists also took advantage of serendipity. From the start, it was unpredictable that someone like Amy Chang would arrive to lead the effort. And later, the class-action legal strategy was driven at least in part by the fact that the only attorney willing to accept the case happened to be a class action specialist. These practice methods can also be seen in their acts of resistance against being integrated into existing institutions. For example, the Chinese American parents resisted becoming drawn into the consent decree on either side; they refused to take funding from the consent decree programs to promote diversity; they were even ambivalent about being part of the legal profession, with two of them (Amy and Tony Lee) quitting the field of law altogether, while two others became respected corporate counsel (Alan Tse and Lee Cheng).

This study expands the understanding of the role of Asian Americans in the debate over civil rights by providing a monograph of the Asian American experience fighting for school equity in San Francisco in the 1990s. It answers the call to document the agency and self-determination of the Asian American community (An, 2016; Chen & Buell, 2018). As researchers fill in the historical gaps on Asian Americans (Hing, 1994; Okihiro, 2005; Quinn, 2020; Takaki, 1998, 2008; Wu, 2003; Zia, 2001), most studies still relegate Asian Americans to one side or the other (Black et al., 2020; Lee et al., 2020; Nelson et al., 2017; Nguyen et al., 2020; Students of Sociology of Asian America, 2019; Torres, 2020). Some studies have analyzed how the educational system and standards have influenced academia’s discourse and understanding of Asian Americans (Chen & Buell, 2018; Espiritu, 1993; Lee et al., 2020; Lew, 1995; Omi & Winant, 1994), the present research is one of the first to directly demonstrate Asian American efforts, motivations and methods at developing and expressing themselves in the arena of civil rights.

A key limitation of this study is that it documents only one episode of Asian American activism. Additional monographs are needed to document: Asian American experiences in other urban and non-urban areas; the dynamics of diverse participation from other Asian nationalities; and the evolution of Asian American methodologies over time. Despite limitations, this study has shown that Asian Americans have agency, and are actively making their own histories. This study also offers some patterns to follow for groups wishing to make change outside traditional power and societal structures. For example: be focused on the present situation, detach from historical baggage or a predictable future, act tactically, and embrace serendipity.

The present investigation reveals that the methodologies employed by these Asian Americans resulted in an unpredictable future for them. This study again used a comparative analysis with the future results for the NAACP and Judge Orrick. From the NAACP’s perspective of the historical past, they continued to expect the future to be the fulfillment of America’s destiny as a nation of equality. Meanwhile Judge Orrick’s focus on future-thinking solutions brought him a future that was actually more of an “eternal return,” such that by the end of the case, Judge Orrick had returned to the cornerstone of his career, reinforcing the supreme power of the law. And a decade later, school segregation had returned to SF public schools with a vengeance: “a third of elementary schools were segregated, with at least 60 percent of students from the same race” (Tucker & Knight, 2016).

The Asian American activists were the only ones really living and fighting their problem in the present. They didn’t have a long-range strategic plan for the future. They won their lawsuit, but school assignment policies continued to evolve in unforeseeable ways (especially at Lowell High School). Even their own erstwhile law careers took unexpected turns. Because the Asian American community’s tactics focused on acting in a living present, their future was

---

68 In 2021, Alan Tse served as Global Chief Legal Officer and Corporate Secretary at Jones Lang Lasalle, and Lee Cheng was a shareholder at the Buchalter law firm.
and continues to be the least predictable. The results of this study indicate that as the Asian American community continues to make its own present, their future always becomes the leading edge to the next chapter of the community’s development.
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